
 

 
 

 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 19/339 

COMPLAINANT S Pett 

ADVERTISER Calendar Girls  

ADVERTISEMENT Calendar Girls, Radio 

DATE OF MEETING 16 September 2019 

OUTCOME No Grounds to Proceed 

 
 
Advertisement:  The radio advertisement for Calendar Girls said in part: “What time is it? 
It’s toy time – Calendar Girls – Toy shows all month long…So what’s on your calendar boys 
for tonight?  Because I’ve got nothing on at all!” 
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
 
Complainant, S Pett, said:  Advertisement for calendar girls (R18) establishment during 
midday broadcast. 
Has also been on subsequent days, no times recorded. 
I feel that during the day is an inappropriate time to be advertising this genre of service, as 
’the rock top 1500’ is surely likely to have a wide age range audience. 
 
The relevant provisions were Advertising Standards Code - Principle 1, Rule 1(c);  
 

Principle 1: Social Responsibility:  Advertisements must be prepared and placed 
with a due sense of social responsibility to consumers and to society. 
 
Rule 1(c):  Decency and Offensiveness:  Advertisements must not contain anything 
that is indecent, or exploitative or degrading, or likely to cause harm, or serious or 
widespread offence, or give rise to hostility, contempt abuse or ridicule. 

 
The Chair noted the Complainant’s concern the adult themed radio advertisement played at 
an inappropriate time. 
  
In considering the complaint the Chair referred to precedent decisions 17/176 and 18/361 
about radio advertisements with adult themes, promoting the adult shop Peaches and 
Cream.  The Complainants’ concerns were that the advertisements played at a time when 
some children could have been part of the listening audience.  Those complaints were ruled 
No Grounds to Proceed by the Chair of the Complaints Board. 
 
The Chair said The Rock radio station is targeted at an adult male audience between the 
ages of 18-44. The Chair said the placement of the Calendar Girls advertisement during the 
middle of the school day meant that school children were unlikely to make up a significant 
portion of the audience. 
 
While acknowledging the Complainant’s concern about the timing, the Chair said the 
advertisement was not explicit.  While the advertisement made reference to “toys” and used 
the double entendre “I’ve got nothing on at all", it was unlikely that the true nature of the 
advertisement would be understood by children. 
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Taking into account product, placement and context the Chair said the advertisement did not 
reach the threshold to clearly offend against generally prevailing community standards and 
was not in breach of Principle 1 and Rule 1(c) of the Advertising Standards Code. 
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Complaint No Grounds to Proceed 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPEAL INFORMATION 

According to the procedures of the Advertising Standards Complaints Board, all 
decisions are able to be appealed by any party to the complaint. Information on 
our Appeal process is on our website www.asa.co.nz. Appeals must be made in 
writing via email or letter within 14 days of receipt of this decision. 

 


